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In a freak accident, the hull of Hisaoâ€™s ship is breached by meteor debris and the young
spaceman is sucked out into space. Terrified, alone and rapidly running out of oxygen, the young
man waits to die until a bright light suddenly appears and sucks him into it.For a moment, Hisao
thinks he HAS died, but his adventure has only just begun.Aboard the alien vessel, Hisao
encounters a monster straight from his worst nightmares. Katashi is the name his alien
â€˜rescuerâ€™ calls himself and he is the perfect predator; towering over the little human at ten-feet
tall, with carbon-plated armor for skin, a mouth full of razor-sharp fangs, super-human strength,
acidic blood, venomous saliva and dozens of semi-autonomous tentacles. Poor Hisao fears the
worst but fortunately for him (or unfortunately) the powerful creature sees the pretty little human not
as prey to be consumed, but rather as the perfect little broodmare for the many offspring he wishes
to sire. He feels no guilt about altering Hisaoâ€™s body without his consent and no qualms about
breeding the beautiful young man against his will. The alien is utterly rational, but simultaneously
devoid of human conscience or morality. Will Katashi ever learn to respect and treat his mate as an
equal, despite the humanâ€™s physical inferiority? Can Katashi come to understand the importance
of free will to Hisao? Will Hisao ever be able to forgive Katashi for what he has done? Can true love
blossom after such a difficult start?It is an interspecies romance for the ages, that will change the
fate of the universe because what neither Katashi nor Hisao realize is that their love and their
children may just turn out to be the saving grace for both of their worlds. This strange, space-age
â€˜Beauty and the Beastâ€™ style story by Amelita Rae explores issues of free-will, consent, and
what it means to be human, in the midst of some of the most graphic erotica you will ever
encounter. The content is explicit and extreme and includes such sexual taboos as multiple
penetrations, Mpreg, oviposition, minor scatology, tentacle sex, erotic birth, prolapse play and more.
It may be quite disturbing for some readers so please enjoy responsibly!~34,000 words
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As I start reading the first chapters, I was worried this might not be a good story. The habit of
yaoi-fans to use Japanese names, somewhat indicates to me a copy-cat (along the side that I do
not enjoy the constant use of Japanese names in the boy-love genre). This story though, proved to
be not such a case.The story is not that novel: Nice looking young man, lost in space, taken by
aliens and becoming their breeding machine -- no spoilers here! The point was how this author
would sell it to me. She did well!The alien is presented in a way that arouses and questions my
standards for beauty. The boyâ€™s body alterations (yes, I think readers should know that the boy
will become a hermaphrodite; some will be turned off by this; others, such as myself, were
pleasantly challenged by it) questioned my standards even further. The author puts a lot of good
effort in detailing the way the two protagonists view and perceive the world, their relations, their
moral standards and their logical processes.Will the boy get in peace with his new body; his fate as
an alien incubator; overpowered by a creature far more evolved in matters of strength and
intelligence, yet aesthetically much displeasing to the human standards of beauty?The author
makes a good job answering all those questions in a detailed way; without too much needles info.
She takes us by the hand and drives us through the story, explaining in quite a detail how things
take place and why, while at the same time not laboring the point too much from sex scene A to sex
scene B, giving us time to build upâ€¦ anticipation and arousal.At the end, while nearing the final
pages, I was feeling satisfied, and surer for the five stars I was about to give.
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